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SGA president addresses university plans

SGA President Bethany Warlich gave
a State of a Union Address on Nov. 16 to
inform students about the status of university
and Student Government Association (SGA)
projects to improve NSU.
According to Warlich, a senior business
administration major, NSU is planning new
parking garages, athletic fields, a residence hall,
several technology improvements and more
food options. Warlich said she has been meeting
with different NSU departments and offices
throughout the past month to find out their plans
for the future of NSU and its students.
“We know NSU is not perfect, but we
are different,” Warlich said in her closing
remarks. “We are different because we have
tight relationships with administrators who are
willing to come together to be one NSU. That is
our advantage to fixing issues on campus.”
Construction
In her address, Warlich said that the new
residence hall is in the consulting stage and
business services is assessing the infrastructure.
Parking garages, one built specifically for
residential students near the residence halls, are
in development. 36th Street is projected to be
completed by Jan. 1, and NSU will build a new
softball, baseball and multipurpose field along
the street. Additionally, a new student lounge
will open on Jan. 12 in the Student Affairs
Building, room 105.

By: Grace Ducanis

Food
Due to student’s concerns about food
options, Warlich said there will be a cafeteria
in the planned residence hall and that Outtakes
and Chartwells is implementing a new grocery
program. Through this program students will
be able to submit a grocery list to Outtakes and
Chartwells, who will pick up groceries from the
supermarket for the students. Students will pay
for these groceries with the declining balance on
their SharkCard. Warlich also said that there will
be new halal food options for Muslim students
by Nov. 21.
Technology
Warlich said that SGA has been meeting
with the Office of Innovation and Information
Technology (OIIT) to discuss student concerns
about lack of cellular service, inconsistent WiFi connections and the iShark app. Warlich said
that the office has a plan to address all concerns.
OIIT has also been working with Comcast
to provide Xfinity on Campus to NSU students,
which will increase the number of channels
students have access to from 70 to 121 channels
and allow them to stream some content on their
phones. Additionally, the iShark app is being
redesigned. Student and alumni emails will
also change to a new domain name, “@mynsu.
nova.edu,” on April 21, to distinguish between
employees and students, according to Warlich.
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SGA President Bethany Warlich discussed changes to NSU’s campus in SGA’s State of the Union address.

Changes
Warlich also reviewed changes and new
programs already implemented at NSU, like the
20 percent increase in student programming at the
Office of Campus Life and Student Engagement,
increased appointments and programming at the
Office of Student Success, later Outtakes hours
and the Fins Football program. Warlich said
that the Fins Football program is the result of
university administration’s response to student
complaints about the lack of a football team at
NSU.
Gabriella Lopez, senior English major
and public relations director for SGA, said
that the purpose of the SGA State of the Union

SEE SGA STATE OF THE UNION 2

Davie lights up for the holidays

@GraceDucanis
Davie may not see snow this holiday
season, but that doesn’t mean the town won’t
celebrate.
During December, Davie is hosting several
free holiday-themed events for the community,
including a lighting ceremony, a snow play
day, a concert and a tree, menorah and kinara
decorating contest.
The December festivities will kick off with
the 28th annual Holiday Lighting of the Greens
on Dec. 3 from 6-8 p.m. at the Davie Town Hall
on Orange Drive. At around 6:45 p.m., Davie
mayor Judy Paul will flip a switch to turn on the
thousands of lights that decorate the town hall.
The lights will be up all month for town hall
visitors to view.
Jeffrey Pohlman, assistant director of
Davie’s Recreation Department, said that the
Holiday Lighting of the Greens has a hometown
feel.
“The lighting of the greens is a very
intimate, nice holiday event to kick off the
holiday season and get you in the holiday spirit,”
he said. “It’s absolutely beautiful when you flip

Address is to let students know what’s going on
at the university and that she hopes students will
understand that SGA is there for them.
“We wanted to show everyone that we’re
working hard and that this is what’s going to
happen, so that students understand that we’re
giving 100 percent effort and all we want to do is
benefit them and improve the school in ways they
think it needs improving,” she said.
Kayleigh Sabo, sophomore environmental
science major, said she didn’t know that SGA was
planning to host a State of the Union Address on
Nov. 16, but attended. She said she’s excited about
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Every year, Davie decorates the town hall with thousands of lights..

the switch and all of a sudden thousands of lights
that light up town hall [come on].”
The lighting ceremony will also feature
a parade of horses decorated with lights by
the South Florida Trail Riders, Santa arriving
on a fire truck to take pictures for a small fee
in the town council chambers, holiday songs
performed by the Florida Youth Orchestra and
Indian Ridge Middle School, a live nativity
scene and free refreshments.
The winners of the tree, menorah and

kinara decorating contest will be announced
at the lighting ceremony. To compete, groups
will make their own decorations in keeping
with this year’s “Holiday Candy Land” theme.
Trees, menorahs, kinaras and lights are provided
by Davie. To find out more about entering the
contest, which closes on Dec. 2 at noon, call
954-797-1181.
On Dec. 10, Davie will host the Winter
Holiday Snow Play, featuring 20 tons of snow,
at the Bergeron Rodeo Grounds on Davie Road.

According to Pohlman, this event is mostly
geared towards families and children.
“For some of these kids who are from
Florida and have never seen snow before, it’s
amazing watching them light up when they walk
in,” he said.
The event will have climbing walls, bounce
houses, slides, cookie decorating and a free
petting farm. Santa will also make a visit to take
pictures for a fee.
Additionally, Davie’s Concerts in the Park
series will continue with a performance from
local country band Sucker Punch and saxophone
player Billy Bones on Dec. 8 from 6-9 p.m. at
the Old Davie School. Food trucks, vendors, a
petting farm and a bounce house will be set up
at the concert.
Pohlman said he would encourage NSU
students to attend the holiday events.
“They’re great events,” he said. “It’s a great
way to get out in the community and see what
Davie has to offer… Anyone can come and have
a great time.”
For more information on any of these
events, call 954-797-1181.
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Stay up to date with world events.
Fidel Castro dies at age 90
According to BBC, Cuba is in mourning over
the death of their 90-year-old leader, Fidel Castro. A
nine-day ceremony will take place, ending on Dec.
4, where flags will be held at half-mast and visitors
will be able to pay their respects to Castro’s ashes.
In the U.S., however, there will be celebrations in
Miami from Cuban exiles.
François Fillon chosen as French presidential
candidate
According to CNN, the conservatives of
France have chosen François Fillon as their
candidate in next year’s presidential election. He
received 66 percent of the vote against Bordeaux
Mayor Alain Juppé in the Republican primary
runoff. Fillon may face
Marine le Pen who is the leader of the far-right
National Front Party in the election next spring.
Lufthansa pilots plan another strike as pay
row continues
According to BBC, pilots from Lufthansa have
threatened to strike once again if an agreement on
pay wage is not met. The pilots’ union Vereinigung
Cockpit has been fighting for an annual pay raise
of 3.7 percent for the members in Germany since
2012. The union plans on striking short-haul flights
on Tuesday and short- and long-haul flights on
Wednesday costing the airline around €10m a day.

SGA STATE OF THE UNION FROM 1
a new residence hall and the new grocery list initiative at
Outtakes. She explained that she was surprised about the
planned email change, but doesn’t think it’s a big deal.
Claudia Stevens, sophomore biology and sociology
major, said she liked the State of the Union Address.
“I feel like a lot of students complain about things
that they don’t really know are in the works and they
don’t know that we’re actually doing something about
them,” she said. “I like that we can come and hear about
the new changes and what’s going on.”
Stevens said that she was happy to hear about the
new residence hall, increased parking, new food options
and the iShark app.
As for her concerns, Stevens said that she feels like
NSU needs to do better with promoting what is going on
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NEWS BRIEFS
Winter 2017 semester registration deadline
approaches
Enrollment and Student Services encourages
students to register for the winter 2017 semester
classes as soon as possible. The deadline for
undergraduate students to register is Dec. 16,
and the deadline for graduate students is Dec.
27. Registration for classes can be accessed
from Sharklink. For any questions or comments
concerning registration or financial aid, contact
Enrollment and Student Services at 800-806-3680,
954-262-3380 or finaid@nova.edu.
Broadway Bash
The Department of Performing and Visual
Arts’ (PVA) is holding their annual Broadway Bash
on Dec. 2 at 7:30 p.m. in the Miniaci Performing
Arts Center. Songs from musicals inspired by films
and films inspired by musicals will be performed.
Tickets are $7 and can be purchased online at cahss.
nova.edu/arts, when you click on ‘Performance’, at
web.ovationtix.com/trs/pr/966029 or at the PVA
box office located on the first floor of the Don Taft
University Center. For more information, call 954262-7632.
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at the university.
“All this stuff is happening, but the promotion isn’t
really there,” she said.
Warlich said she hopes that those who heard the
address understand the master plan that NSU has for
students and see the benefits that the school is giving to
the students.
“[The address] is definitely something that we
need,” Warlich said. “Everyone needs to know what’s
going on at this school. NSU has a lot of different
departments that seem unconnected.”
According to Warlich, SGA will host another
address next semester.
SGA’s State of the Union Address is available on the
NSU Undergraduate Student Government Association
Facebook page. For more information contact Warlich at
bw726@nova.edu.
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2 p.m. in the library quad. This event is to help
students destress before finals week by demolishing
a car. This event is free for all to attend. For
more information or questions, contact Curtisha
Demarco at cd1236@nova.edu.
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Literary magazine submissions close Dec. 2
By: Grace Ducanis
@GraceDucanis
With “Digressions,” NSU’s student
literary magazine, students can digress to
express. Submissions, which are open to both
undergraduate and graduate students, close on
Dec. 2.
“Digressions” publishes original poetry,
short stories, creative essays and visual art like
drawings, paintings and photography. Students
can submit a maximum of 10 poems, 10 pieces
of visual art and three short stories no longer
than 1,500 words.
The review process for the magazine is
anonymous, and students who submit will
find out whether their piece was selected
for publication by the end of February. The
magazine will be officially published at a launch
party during the spring semester.
Nicole Chavannes, editor-in-chief of
“Digressions” and senior English major, got
involved with the magazine her sophomore
year. She said after a period of not writing
during high school, she felt incredibly inspired
by the magazine and wanted to be a part of it.
Chavannes’ poetry and fiction was published in
the last issue of “Digressions.”
“I’m really inspired by what my peers are

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM G. DUCANIS
“Digressions” is a collection of literature and artwork created
and published by NSU students.

capable of creating,” she said. “For people like
me, who are creative and artistic and maybe
sensitive…it really helped shape what I’m doing
here at NSU. I want people to share a part of
themselves.”
Molly Scanlon, faculty advisor for
“Digressions” and assistant professor in the
Department of Writing and Communication,
said that it’s essential for students to have several

creative outlets to express themselves in college.
“[The magazine] is one of the more
creative [outlets], and I think it’s essential that
it’s writing and artwork,” she said. “They end up
complementing each other within the magazine
itself.”
Scanlon said that college is an important
space for students because they’re figuring out
who they are and what they believe, and where
they want to belong.
“Creative writing and visual artwork is a
way for students to try on different ideas about
the joys and challenges of what it means to be
human,” Scanlon said.
Scanlon said that since last year the staff
received a lot of poetry submissions, this year
she hopes that students submit more fiction and
creative personal essays. Scanlon also said that
students should steer clear of political material.
Chavannes said that this year, she hopes to see a
variety of submissions from a variety of majors.
Undergraduate students who receive a staff
or faculty award will be recognized at the 2017
Undergraduate Student Symposium.
Chavannes said that it felt amazing to be
published in “Digressions.”
“To know that it wasn’t based on bias at all,
that it was based solely on my work and what

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM N. CHAVANNES
Student artwork from “Digressions” on display at last year’s
magazine launch party.

I created and they thought it was worthy, felt
incredible,” she said. “It still feels incredible.”
To submit a piece, visit nsuworks.nova.
edu/digressions. To read last year’s edition
of Digressions, visit nsuworks.nova.edu/cgi/
viewcontent.cgi?article=1468&context=digressi
ons. For more information, email digressions@
nova.edu.

SLCE and SAS host winter trip

By: Rachael Hirstein
@RachaelHirstein
The Office of Student Leadership and
Civic Engagement (SLCE) and its subgroup
Sharks and Service (SAS) are taking a winter
service trip to Asheville, North Carolina from
Dec. 11-17.
During the trip, NSU students will work
with the YMCA of western North Carolina to
build facilities, help with after-school programs
and distribute food to students who are normally
dependent on prepaid school lunches.
Liz Mazorowicz, graduate assistant
for civic engagement, said that SLCE has had
service trips since 2010, but the SAS trips began
last year.
Michaela Johnson, sophomore marine
biology and biology double major, said SLCE

has previously hosted service trips, but they
created SAS to allow students more control over
planning service trips.
“Before it was more of the higher
people planning all the trips, so they wanted
to bring it down and give students a chance to
choose a topic they’re interested in and lead a
group of students to different places around the
country and the world,” she said.
Johnson mentioned that the SAS
trips occur quite often at NSU. SAS normally
has trips about once a month; however, one trip
had to be rescheduled this semester so only the
winter trip will take place.
Through SLCE, students take SAS
trips to international locations as well as

locations within the country.
Johnson said she had an eye-opening
experience when she traveled with SAS last year
to Jamaica during Read Across Jamaica Day to
help improve education in the country.
“Before I went to Jamaica, I really
didn’t understand the privilege we have of
education,” she said. “We just go to school but
for them it’s more of a luxury.”
Johnson also said that these trips
have a huge impact on both communities and
students.
“It gives [NSU] students the
opportunity to learn about different cultures and
situations that they may not have recognized as
a problem,” she explained. “I feel that for NSU

it’s more of an educational thing where students
go on these trips and they come back and teach
everyone else about it, and in the communities,
they get to meet with us and we get to teach them
about America.”
Mazorowicz said that all students
are should participate in SLCE and SAS trips
because they are a very unique experience to
share with other NSU students.
Registration for the SAS winter trip is
closed, but for more information on upcoming
trips, contact Mazorowicz at em1404@nova.edu
or 954-262-7297.

RADIOX IS NOW
LIVESTREAMING!
TUNE IN EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK
FROM 6PM TO 12AM
nova.edu/radiox/listen.html
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That Time I... took a genocide course
By: Brandon Chow
Brandon Chow is a senior political
science major from Trinidad and Tobago. He
is a member of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity and
president of the model United Nations team at
NSU.
History 4700: Genocide in the 20th Century
and Beyond is offered at NSU every other winter
semester. The course explores several genocides
during the 20th and 21st century, and includes
a trip to Eastern Europe for two weeks during
spring break.
The first day I walked into the class I
considered myself an optimist. I felt that there
was a lot of bad in the world, but we, as a
species, could be better.
Many of my previous classes showed me
that there are an abundance of corrupt systems
in the world, but they were put in place by a very
small portion of the population. After the first
week of the genocide course, I realized that this
class was going to be very different. This wasn’t
about corrupt systems; it was about corrupt
individuals influencing the average person to
commit atrocities. I have never been in a class
that offered so few solutions and left me with
so many questions. Every time I walked out
of those Parker building doors I was a little bit
different from when I walked in.
In class, we read several books, had
numerous class discussions and wrote papers.
We studied the Armenians, Cambodia, the
Holocaust and the Bosnian Genocides. Then we
went to Eastern Europe for two weeks during
spring break, and came back to study Rwanda
and Darfur. These were not easy topics, and
our professor challenged me to think deeply
and critically about each topic. It is easy to get
lost in the material. For two days a week we
were in class talking about or watching a video
on genocide. For the other five days, I was

preparing for class by reading and writing about
it. For the first two months, I thought about
genocide constantly.
Before we left for Europe, we went to a
talk given by a Holocaust survivor that was
kept in Auschwitz. I was able to meet and talk
with him briefly. This made the experience even
more real. After meeting him I kept trying to
grasp what it meant to kill six million people.
Each of those people had a life that was equally
important as my own. Every one of those people
had loved ones, memories and experiences.
How can anyone truly understand the severity
of murdering six million people? This question
ran through my thoughts for the remainder of the
class.
When spring break came, we were off to
Eastern Europe. We went to Poland, Hungry,
Serbia, and Bosnia. This trip was eye-opening
not only because we were able to go to the
places we were studying, but because we got
to interact with cultures that people do not
typically think about travelling to meet. When I
hear about people traveling to Europe or taking
a semester to study abroad they usually go to
Western Europe. It is rare to talk to people that
have visited Bosnia or Serbia.
The first place we went to was Poland. We
were staying right next to the square in Krakow,
so many of us did not waste the opportunity to
go searching for bars and restaurants. But the
fun came to a halt when we visited AuschwitzBirkenau. This infamous death camp is massive.
We walked around the camp for several hours
and I still felt there was more to see. Walking the
camp is emotionally difficult. Touring a place
where millions were tortured and murdered is
hard. Some people say that the hardest part is to
walk into the gas chambers but I disagree.
The hardest part for me was seeing the
room of human hair. When the Jews arrived at

Winter break: Go big when you go home
By: Brianna Walker
Skipping home for the holidays isn’t an
option for most of us because we would never
hear the end of it, right? Our families would tell
stories for years about how we didn’t go home
for that one Christmas break back in 2016.
Going home for the holidays is inevitable, but it
doesn’t have to be unbearable.
Either you can sulk and be the person
nobody wants to be around or you can enjoy
your time back home. One of the ways you
can make the best of your three weeks off is by
getting out of the house and hanging out with
old friends. It may seem weird and awkward
to hang out with friends you probably haven’t
talk to since August, but you are all in the same
boat. Catching up with old friends and rekindle
friendships is one of the best things you could do
during winter break.
Another way to make winter break
enjoyable is to catch up on all the television you
missed out on during the semester. During the
school year, it can be hard to keep up with your
favorite TV shows due to those pesky exams and
papers. Perhaps you are a season behind in your
favorite show due to all those organizational
meetings you’ve been attending. You could
have missed out on your favorite show because
whenever you did sit down to watch your
favorite TV show during the semester, you felt
guilty because you had a 10 page paper due in
a couple of hours. Whatever the reason may be,
winter break gives everyone ample time to catch

up on their favorite shows and binge watch for
hours without feeling guilty.
Winter break is also a good time to do
all the creative and fun things you wanted to do
during the semester. It’s the perfect time to start
that YouTube channel you have been talking
about starting all semester. It’s also the perfect
time to read that book you’ve wanted to read, or
even give yourself that spa day you have been
yearning for. Winter break is three weeks where
you can focus on you and not school. It gives you
a chance to leave school back in Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida. You can get all the little things you’ve
been wanting to do outside of classes and work
done.
Last, but not least, one of the most
enjoyable things to do over winter break is make
money. You can now go back to that part-time
job you were working over the summer, or work
full time over the break. Going back to work is
a great way to reconnect with coworkers you
haven’t talked to since summer. Plus, returning
to campus with extra cash is a great way to start
the new semester off.
Winter break can be a drag at times,
due to having to adhere to parental rules and the
lack of freedom, but it doesn’t have to be. As
long as you utilize your time well and do the
things that make you happy, this winter break
can be one of the best breaks you’ve ever had
from school.
Winter break is the perfect time to relax and
recharge so you can come to school better than
ever.
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Brandon Chow, senior political science major.

the camp the Nazis would cut off all of their hair
and repurpose it. This was to dehumanize them,
by making everyone look the same. Being in a
room filled with this physical representation of
dehumanization was daunting. After AuschwitzBirkenau my body felt drained and I thought I
was getting sick, so I asked my professor if I
could take a day off from being with the class.
The next day the class went to the salt mines and
I slept in.
But I decided to get out of bed at 10 a.m.
and venture into the square to find food. I found
this gorgeous little café that is know for being
Vladimir Lenin’s favorite restaurant. I ate
outside facing the square and the weather was
perfect. The sun shone down directly on the
square, and the winter breeze reinvigorated me.
I will never forget that moment, when I stopped
thinking and just took in my surroundings.
The next stop on our tour was Budapest.
We were only there for one night, but we were
able to take a tour of the city. It’s referred to as
the Paris of the East, and for good reason. Every
building I saw looked like a work of art.

Our time in Budapest was short, as we
moved to Serbia. Our time in Serbia felt like
a brief reprieve from genocide. We still spoke
about genocide, but it was not as intense
as Poland. On the second day in Serbia our
professor introduced us to some friends he met
on previous trips. They took us to a “cavanna,”
which is a bar that plays live Serbian music.
The people were so welcoming. It felt like the
cultural barriers were nonexistent, even though I
couldn’t understand any of the lyrics.
The last place on our tour was Bosnia. We
spent about five days in Sarajevo, touring the
cities and going to museums. We were also able
to speak to two people who were in Sarajevo
when the genocide occurred. The genocide only
occurred twenty years ago and the people have
not yet healed. The art on the wall of the streets
will remind you, even if the people do not.
My trip to Eastern Europe was a roller
coaster of emotions. We were there to learn
about genocide, but it’s hard not to have a good
time exploring the world with your friends.
There were moments that were dark, but there
were times that were amazing that I was able to
share with people I had grown close to.
By the end of the class, I was not the same
person I was when it started. I had learned of
the world’s unimaginable capacity for cruelty. I
was not the optimist who first walked through
those Parker building doors. The class did not
turn me into a pessimist, but it did add a realistic
aspect to the way I view the world. I have also
become more sensitive to many of the issues
in the world. The lessons I learned in this class
had a positive effect on my academic and moral
development. It was impossible for me to fully
grasp the meaning of genocide, but I was able to
understand it a little more, and grow as a person.
I would say that despite all of the negative
feelings, taking the class was worth it.

Training your brain
By: Rachael Hirstein
@RachaelHirstein
Winter break is almost a month long,
and, for some, that is a long time to be away
from books and school work. According to the
Salisbury Post, it is common for students to
show a drop in academic performance when
they have been away from a classroom setting
for a long time, so here is a list of tips, tricks and
apps to keep your brain fired up over break.
Exercise
Exercise is good for the body and mind.
According to Life Hack, even a 20 minute
workout can benefit memory and cognitive
processes. Any form of exercise will get blood
circulating to the brain to increase alertness and
processing functions.
Learn something new
The brain can stay active when presented
with new stimuli. This means that learning
something new, even something simple, can be
beneficial to keeping a brain trained and aware.
Life Hack stated that learning a new dance,
like juju on that beat, can improve memory and
challenge the brain to think in a different way.
Work your memory
According to the American Psychological
Association, memory can be improved in many
ways. Taking mental snapshots of where you
leave things or making pneumonic devices for

names and lists can improve your memory.
Using technology to store notes and reminders
also helps to keep track of tasks and events.
You can start getting into the habit over winter
break. Staying positive and happy can also help
improve your memory.
Apply with an app
Lumosity is a well-known brain training
app that has been widely advertised on
television. This app has a variety of games that
test and strengthen different aspects of learning,
such as memory, attention and problem solving.
After completing three games, the app will
give you an overall progress report called the
Lumosity Performance Index. The app has free
limited access to certain games and training, but
you can upgrade to premium for $11.99 a month
or $59.99 a year.
The app Fit Brains Trainer is a great way
to fit in brain training. Fit Brains has games
that test memory, problem solving and focus.
This app also has a performance program that
tracks your progress and training streaks so you
can see your improvement. This app also has
free limited access to games; however, there
is a premium upgrade for $1.99 weekly, $9.99
monthly, $49.99 yearly or $199.99 for a lifetime
subscription.
If you are concerned that your brain will be
out of shape by next semester, then try out some
of these techniques and start your brain training
early.
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Success Coach

Final tips you need to succeed

By: Samantha Yorke
Samantha Yorke is an assistant director and
success coach for the Office of Undergraduate
Student Success at NSU. She earned her
bachelor of science degree in psychology from
the University of Central Florida and her master
of science degree in higher education from
Florida State University. Samantha is a proud
Floridian with a passion for empowering others.
How ready do you feel for finals this
semester? To put your best foot forward with
your exams and reduce the amount of stress you
may have in preparing for them, consider the
following tips.
Check your syllabus
Yes, that piece of paper you received on
the first day of class. It may be in the back of
your folder or at the very least, on BlackBoard.
Review it. Make sure you have all the proper
exam dates, notes and books as you begin to

By: Jenna Kopec
@Jen_Kopec

study for your final assignments. Write these
dates down in a planner or calendar so you have
all of the times and locations organized to a tee.
The last thing you would want is to end up in the
wrong classroom or show up to your exam on
the wrong day…awkward.
Create a study schedule
Set aside time each day to focus on specific
courses. During this time, you can review notes,
read your text and practice example problems
that have been giving you a hard time. Knowing
you have an allotted amount of time in your
schedule will ease tension when it comes to
dedicating yourself to exams. If that one math
course is your biggest worry, assign a specific
time each day for looking at your math materials.
If your study time is written in your planner, you
may feel more inclined to follow up with your
own appointment. Yes, this new schedule may
interfere with that Netflix marathon you have
been thinking about, but it’s totally worth it.

Talk to faculty
Check in with your professors to see if they
have any tips or tricks for how to best study for
their final exam. You may wish to schedule an
appointment with your professor or go to their
office hours to discuss the course in more detail.
Your professors want to you to succeed, so do
not feel embarrassed taking advantage of the
office hours set up specifically for moments like
these.
Talk to friends
Talking to your friends or classmates about
your upcoming exam may bring you great relief.
If you are worried about something, it is possible
they are too. Discussing feelings, thoughts and
ideas related to how to best succeed in a course
is not only a great way to connect with others,
but it may bring new study tips to your attention.
If you enjoy studying with others, set up a time
each week, or several times a week to meet up
and prepare for a course together. You are more
likely to grab coffee with your roommate if you

set up a specific time and date rather than just
talk about the idea of going. The same can be
said for studying.
Use your resources
There are plenty of tools on campus that
will assist you in finals week preparation.
Contact a success coach at 954-262-8386
to schedule an appointment to help you get
connected to resources that fit your needs across
campus. NSU offers tutoring, library resources
and more.
Stay motivated
Remember your goals at NSU and what you
hoped to get out of your courses this semester.
Find ways to motivate yourself to study, like
creating your own reward system or celebrating
your success with friends and family. Start your
studying early and avoid last minute stress —
you and your final grade will thank you later.
Good luck, Sharks.

Stressed-out spirits: Coping with
the holidays

You may have heard that suicide rates spike
during the month of December. For years, people
have passed around this fact, but the statement
is actually false. According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), suicide
rates are lowest in December and peak in the
spring and fall.
Barry Nierenberg, associate professor in
the college of psychology, said that the myth
might have survived because the holidays are
stressful for many people.
“The myth fits the narrative,” said
Nierenberg. “The holidays are a mixed bag for
most people. It’s a time of great happiness and
you see your family and all that’s nice, but it’s
also very stressful.”
With the tasks of gift shopping, visiting
loved ones and finding the time and money to do
it all, there are more sources for stress to surface.

Nierenberg said the use of social media could
then bring about a bad case of FOMO, or the fear
of missing out. He said that putting all of this
together could lead to feeling upset. Therefore,
the feeling that we often call the holiday blues is
really a case of holiday stress.
So now what? Are we doomed to a holiday
season wrought with more mixed emotions than
grandma’s holiday trail mix? Not necessarily.
There are healthy coping mechanisms to help
you deal with your holiday happenings.
Identify how your stress manifests
According to Nierenberg, in order to deal
with stress, you need to identify what exactly
is stressing you out. The easiest way to do that,
he said, is to recognize when you aren’t quite
yourself.
Nierenberg said that people usually

experience stress in three ways: emotionally,
cognitively and physically. As the names
might suggest, emotional stress impacts your
moods and emotions, cognitive stress involves
a negative thought process and physical stress
is expressed through the body, for example,
through headaches or a change in sleep.
Identifying how your stress manifests can help
you avoid it.
Address the stress
Once you know what’s stressing you out,
you can start taking the steps to cope with it. If
you’re stressed by something that is avoidable,
that bad case of FOMO for instance, then avoid
it. Nierenberg said if going on social media is
contributing to your stress, then try going on it
less.
He also said to cope with your stress

based on how it manifests. Physical stress
can be addressed by exercise or some form of
movement. Speaking to your support network
and expressing those feelings can address
emotional stress. Cognitive stress can be
addressed by balancing each negative thought
with at least three positive ones.
Realize that feelings can coexist
Nierenberg said it’s important to look at
situations as a big picture.
“If you’re feeling something, it doesn’t
mean that’s the only thing,” he said. “So, just
because you are stressed out doesn’t mean the
joy is not there. The reverse is also true.”
If you’re feeling the pressure of the holiday
season, you’re not the only one. But the good
news about those “holiday blues” is that they
don’t have to cancel out your seasonal joy.
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No-Shave November: Captain’s log
By: Adam DeRoss
Anyone who has a beard knows that if you
want to keep it looking good, you have to touch
it up quite often. A trim on Monday, a mustache
waxing on Wednesday, a buzzing on Friday.
That’s a lot of time, effort and product. But as
annoying as it can be to keep up with grooming,
imagine not being able to do it at all. Most cancer
patients aren’t able to keep their hair because of
their treatments. This is why I, and many other
men, participate in No-Shave November. We let
our beards grow wild and free to raise awareness
for various cancers and donate any money we
would have used for grooming supplies to the
No-Shave November non-profit organization
for cancer research. Below is a chronicle of my
journey through this very itchy month.
Day 1
I am off to a very bad start. Work and school
have kept me busy to the point of sleeping in
30 minute increments in a corner of the library.
I have left my beard neglected and misshapen.
Over the course of the last month, it has grown
to resemble the beginnings of a small forest.
Scraggly underbrush has started to congregate
under the not-so-well-formed line separating my
beard from my neck. But I had been reminding
myself every single day of the month: “Make
sure you groom before November’s doom.”
I thought something that cheesy and juvenile
would be easy enough to remember. But on
Halloween, the one day of October I got to let
loose and have fun, all sense of time escaped me.
As I got home from my festivities, shuffled to
the bathroom and clicked on my trusty clippers,
I happened to get a glance of the clock. 12:32
a.m. November had begun, and I was trapped.
Trapped with an uneven and scraggly beard
with an entire month left to grow. I felt a wave

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM A. DEROSS
Adam DeRoss grew out his facial hair in support of No Shave November.

of panic and unease wash over me as I steeled
myself, turned off my clippers and slowly
lowered them into the cabinet, while staring at
my own scruffy reflection. I failed to prepare,
and this grave mistake would cost me dearly.
This was going to be a long month.
Week 1
Good news and bad news. The good news
is that the scraggly underbrush has finally grown
in. The bad news is that the rest of my beard has
been growing, too. I’m still an uneven mess,
and I can feel the piercing eyes of my fellow
students fixated on my face as I walk past. I feel
their judgment, their shame and their sympathy
all at the same time. I feel like a Sasquatch that
has not yet fully grown. Sure, I’m ridiculed and
laughed at now but when I’m fully grown…I’ll
be ridiculed and laughed at even more. I’m
pretty sure a few people will be terrified. When I
tried taking my headphones off earlier, they got
caught in my sideburns. I had to stand there in
the library quad untangling them from my face
for 10 minutes. How is that even possible? I’m

not looking forward to what’s in store.
Week 2
The nightmares have begun. They
always begin the same way. I’m standing at
my bathroom mirror, eager to finally slice the
monstrosity I call my beard off of my chin. But
then, the beast awakens, grabs my hand and
swallows the clippers whole. Nothing can stop it.
Not even my Remington. I wake up screaming,
only to realize that it was just a dream. Then, I
put my hand to my face, and it brushes against
my beard in the darkness. The screams begin
again. It’s not over. It’s never over. At least not
until Nov. 30 anyway. But that might as well be
forever because as bad as things are now, they
can only get worse.
Week 3
This Monday was an exciting occasion.
I was to be an actor in SPJ’s murder mystery
dinner. My character was Luis Cagliostro,
an Italian student “suspected” of being in the
mafia. I was ecstatic. I spent two hours perfectly

pressing my jet-black suit and ocean-blue
dress shirt the night before. I shined my shoes
and buffed out all the scratches. I prepared my
thickest and most authentic New York Italian
accent. I clipped a rose and placed it gingerly
into my breast pocket. And to top it all, I dusted
off my old trusty costume fedora and poised it
on my head with the perfect tilt. Everything was
set in place, and I was ready to play my role. As I
walked into work in the morning, my excitement
getting the best of me, suddenly it all came
crashing down. As my coworker turned around
in her chair, I was expecting compliments on
the suit, the hat and the attention to detail of my
character. But the words that actually escaped
her lips were, “Why are you dressed as an Amish
person?” Curse this beard. I can’t wait for the
day I can finally chop it off. Or at least go at it
with some trimmers.
Week 4
As the end of No-Shave November draws
nearer and my clippers grow more anxious,
things have gotten a little easier to cope with.
All of my friends and coworkers have started
accepting the beard as it is, cracking jokes about
preparing for the winter. And I’ve grown quite
attached to it as well. Everything below the chin
has definitely got to go on Dec. 1, but the rest
has been welcomed on my face. Knowing what
this journey has represented and that the money
I donate is going to a good cause makes me feel
even better about choosing this path. The end
of November isn’t far off. I have begun oiling
my blades, charging my clippers, sharpening my
scissors, and mixing my mustache wax. And as
millions of other scraggly men around the globe
also prepare to do battle with their manes, I
know they feel just as good as I do.

Secret Santa and white elephant holiday gift guide

By: Jeweliana Register

With the holidays upon us, generosity is
in the air and holiday shopping is on the rise.
With organizational and family holiday parties
ahead, secret Santa and white elephant gift
exchanges are probably on the horizon. You may
be wondering how exactly to gift like Santa, but
on a budget. The good news is that gifts for these
exchanges can be easily found – and on a college
student’s budget. Here is a roundup of some of
the best gifts on a budget, brought to you by
Pinterest.
Gifts under $10
Festive and fuzzy socks: Fuzzy, Christmasthemed socks are on display at Walmart
beginning in October, so finding them should
not be too difficult. These socks make a great
gift for men and women alike, and you can get
creative with the style you choose. If you want
to add a little something more, you could add
nail polish as well. Pinterest users suggest tying
a string around the socks with a note that says
“for your mistletoes” to personalize the gift and
make the holiday connection.
Movie night essentials: For this DIY, you’ll
need Sprite, a bag of popcorn and a Redbox
code. Yes, you can purchase a Redbox code to
give to your secret Santa on redbox.com that will

allow them to punch in the code at any Redbox
and rent a movie for free. To tie this gift together,
Pinterest users suggest writing a note that says,
“May your Christmas be merry and ‘sprite’ and
your New Year be ‘popping.’”
Confidence booster: For this gift you’ll
only need a few things: a lip balm of some kind,
the candy of your choice, a small gift bag, a
ribbon and a tag. This may be one of the easiest
gifts of all. Pour some candy into the bag and put
the lip balm inside. Then, simply write, “You’re
the balm,” on your gift tag, attach it with the
ribbon and your gift is complete.
Life decision guide: If you are into funny
gag gifts, this might be the gift idea for you. For
this gift, you’ll need a box, a rock, a piece of
paper, scissors and a label. Decorate the outside
of the box with the words “tools for making
major life decisions” or “______’s decisionmaking guide” and place the items inside. Your
literal rock, paper, scissors game is complete and
ready to be gifted.
Gifts under $20
Cup of joy: If you have a little more to
spend and are looking for a more personal gift,
DIY-ing a “cup of joy” could be a great option.
The cup portion can be any type of cup: a festive

mug, a tumbler with a quote, a mason jar, the list
goes on and on. The cup can be filled with any
type of personal gift, but some of the suggestions
on Pinterest are $5 coffee gift cards, lipstick or
lip balm, hand sanitizer, scented lotion, candy,
gum or mints and hot chocolate mix. This gift
can be very creative or very last minute and will
still be a hit.
De-stress kit: For this de-stress kit, you’ll
need a calming lotion or body butter, a bath
bomb or salt scrub, a candle and bubble wrap.
Try to choose calming scents like lavender or
eucalyptus for the body butter and a warm and
cozy scent for the candle. For the bath bomb or
salt scrub, try to find a scent that pairs well with
the other items or fits with the holiday season.
The bubble wrap is used in this gift as a bit of a
joke, but your gift receiver may end up loving it
because let’s be honest, who doesn’t love bubble
wrap?
Caffeine basket: Coffee is something
that most people can agree is necessary to get
through the week. Some may even argue that
they’d like a coffee IV to keep them going. This
coffee gift basket is perfect for any caffeine
lover on your list. To make this gift, you’ll need
a basket, candy canes, coffee and a mug or cup.
Depending on how your gift receiver makes their

coffee, the coffee can be either a bag of grounds
or a box of Keurig K-Cups. Starbucks, Dunkin’
Donuts and Publix, to name a few, have holiday
blends that would fit perfectly in this basket.
You can also find festive mugs at Starbucks, T.J.
Maxx or Marshalls.
Santa jar: If all else fails, DIY-ing a Santa
jar is always an option. For this DIY, all you’ll
need is a mason jar, a black ribbon, a can tab, an
empty toilet paper roll, red and green candy and
cash. To make the gift jar look like Santa, take
the tab and thread it through the ribbon, then
glue the ribbon around the mason jar. Next, place
the empty toilet paper roll in the mason jar as a
barrier and place the cash inside. The last step
is to fill the mason jar with red and green candy
like M&M’s, Hershey kisses, or peppermints.
This jar is great for any last-minute gift because
it will still look very put together.
Though secret Santa and white elephant
exchanges were meant to make lives easier,
sometimes the tradition can be stressful. Take
heart in the fact that your gift does not have to be
extravagant and expensive. A simple, thoughtful
gift never goes out of style, and you do not need
to spend a lot of money to make a large impact
this holiday season.
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“Fantastic Beasts” casts a cinematic spell
By: Grace Ducanis
@GraceDucanis
Five years after the final Harry Potter film
premiered, a new film set in the Potter universe
has crept, crawled, scampered and flown onto
the screen. “Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them” premiered on Nov. 18, starring Eddie
Redmayne, directed by David Yates and written
by J. K. Rowling.
This prequel to the eight Harry Potter
films, while suffering from inconsistent pacing
and narrative issues, is a magical suitcase filled
with phenomenal characters, world-building
and themes that will delight both avid fans and
average moviegoers to unpack. It also happens
to be the best movie set in the wizarding world
so far.
In the 1920s, British wizard Newt
Scamander, played by Redmayne, arrives in
New York City with a suitcase full of magical
creatures. But, as often happens during
international travel, he loses his luggage.
With the help, and sometimes interference, of
non-wizard canning factory employee Jacob,

magical congress employee Tina and her coffeefetching sister Queenie, Newt searches for his
creatures as they wreak havoc on the streets.
Unfortunately for Newt, the beasts that escaped
his case are far less dangerous than the dark
forces and individuals already loose in New
York City.
“Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them” is aesthetically dazzling. The magical
effects, the different locations in the city and
the design of the beasts are all wonderfully
and fascinatingly executed. Standout designs
include a wintry Central Park, the leafy creature
Pickett and a smoky, destructive force called an
Obscurus. The visual innovation alone sets this
film apart.
The performances of the cast are similarly
unique. Redmayne’s Newt is singularly quirky.
From the character’s awkward walk and his
inability to look other characters in the eye to
his relationship with his creatures, Redmayne
has created a cinematic peculiarity who can still

SENIOR SPOTLIGHT:
Luz Delgadillo

between the darker and lighter sections of the
film. However, viewers will still experience
whiplash. For too much of the film, the lighter
storylines and the heavier storylines are
disconnected, leading to a final showdown that
will leave the audience wondering how all of
these characters and their motivations relate to
each other.
The lack of developed backstories, which
will certainly be explored in the four sequels,
causes even avid fans to question the characters’
places in the larger story and detracts from
the mostly-neat ending of “Fantastic Beasts.”
Pacing also could have been steadier. Long
segments, like the exploration of Newt’s case,
drag the film’s progress.
Despite these issues, “Fantastic Beasts
and Where to Find Them” resurrects Rowling’s
wizarding phenomenon as a film made for the
screen, not for fans of a book. While the story
is confusing at times and viewers who are
unfamiliar with the book will not understand the
narrative significance of certain name-drops, the
characters and visuals carry the heart of the film.
Though strange creatures abound, “Fantastic
Beasts and Where to Find Them” is far from
beastly.

Kick off the new year in
South Florida style

By: Rachael Hirstein
@RachaelHirstein
Luz Delgadillo, senior behavioral
neuroscience major with a minor in psychology,
is co-vice president of NSU’s a cappella group,
the Riff Tides. She developed a love for singing
when she heard Mariah Carey’s “Hero” for the
first time.
She went on to explain what her experience
has been like in the Riff Tides.

By: Melanie Chapilliquen
New York City is known for its tradition
of bringing in the New Year with the famous
ball drop in Times Square, but what does
South Florida get? An orange with sunglasses,
otherwise known as Mr. Neon. Welcome to
South Florida, ladies and gentlemen, where you
can never tell whether to wear a jacket or shorts
on New Year’s Eve. Despite the confusion,
South Florida offers many boisterous ways to
receive the new year, ranging from beautiful
fireworks lighting up the night sky to watching
Mr. 305, Pitbull, perform for free. Whatever
you may be into, South Florida has it for you.

What is your biggest accomplishment in the
Riff Tides?
“The thing that strikes me the most is when
I first went to competition with the Riff Tides
at the International Championship of Collegiate
A Cappella. It was my first year and I was a
freshman, and I went there and we didn’t even
place first through third, but we were the highest
placing all-female group. I remember singing
and being on stage and seeing the crowd and
people walking up to me and saying, ‘You were
great.’”
What are some of your best memories being
in the Riff Tides?
“Competition is the best moment of all
year class-wise and Riff Tide-wise. Going to
competition, practicing for competition, killing
ourselves for it and then going to see all these
talented groups.”

carry an emotional scene with believability.
Katherine Waterson as Tina also shows
emotional prowess while displaying a strength
of character and drive. Alison Sudol’s Queenie
is a dynamite and fun onscreen presence, while
Dan Fogler as Jacob steals every shot with his
warmth and heart, and he provides realistic
comic relief.
Despite the lightheartedness these
characters bring to the film, “Fantastic Beasts...”
is the darkest film in the wizarding universe. The
psychological forces at play among the Second
Salemers, an anti-wizard group that relies
heavily upon the assistance of children to spread
their message, as well as the wizard congress,
brings up more complex political and social
themes than previous films.
Additionally, the methods employed by
the wizard congress are severe and ruthless.
Colin Farrell’s character Graves and Ezra
Miller’s character Credence, as well as other
characters among the wizard congress and the
Second Salemers, herald a refreshing moral and
psychological darkness new to the Harry Potter
film franchise.
Fortunately, the core characters, although
often played for laughs, are given enough
moments of levity to somewhat bridge the gap

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM L. DELGADILLO
Luz Delgadillo expresses her passion for singing with the Riff
Tides, NSU’s a cappella group.

What is the hardest part about being in the
Riff Tides?
“Getting 22 people to find one exact time
to meet every week, twice a week. It’s hard just
because it’s hard to bond with 22 people who
are all different and come from different aspects
of life and majors, and everyone has different
schedules. But as long as they love being there,
and I love being there, I’d rather be there than
home getting an extra two hours of sleep.”

Did you ever consider changing your major?
“[Yes], I was taking Biology I and that is
when they weed out the weak and I was one
of them. I thought ‘Wow, I hate this class,’
and somebody suggested I go into musical
theater…but then I found the Riff Tides, and
it was really cool and I loved it. Knowing that
I could be in Riff Tides without changing my
major and working towards something with a
group of people without sacrificing my love for
neuroscience. I just decided not to change and to
take Riff Tides as my outlet.”

Are there any conflicts between your major
and your involvement in Riff Tides?
“Yes, in that the rehearsals are late at
night because most Riff Tides, especially this
year, aren’t arts majors. They’re mostly science
majors and we all have classes that are at 6 p.m.,
so we have a hard time having rehearsals from
8-10:30 p.m.”

Are there any performers you look up to?
“Demi Lovato is my idol, and people
know me as the girl who loves Demi Lovato.
There’s [a difference between] loving someone
and admiring someone because they’re a good
person, and I can honestly say that within
struggles in my past, Demi Lovato and her
music has saved me.”

Ring in the new year with Pitbull
Ringing in the new year with Pitbull has
become a tradition for many South Florida
families. At Bayside in Downtown Miami,
thousands of families and friends gather
together to initiate the new year, and after years
it has become the designated go to place. They
have a stage set up the whole day blasting a
variety of music. There’s something for
everyone, including merengue, reggae, salsa,
rap and hip-hop. You name it, they’ll play it.
At night the scene shifts. Many fast food
vendors set up with a diversity of flavors, from
Dominican tostones with cheese to delicious
Colombian empanadas. Around 9 p.m. the
stage is set for live performances. Different
surprise artists make guest appearances. Pitbull
begins his concert around 10 minutes before
the new year approaches, and at 10 seconds,
he stops, counts down, and the fireworks go off
initiating the beginning of a new year.
Dance the night away
If a beachy place doesn’t seem like best
place for you, fret not because South Florida
is filled with different adventures. If you want
to spend the night dancing until the sunrise,

there are many different locations that host
events. Just remember, you may have to be 18
or older to get in and you have to be 21 or older
to drink. While dancing, the hours will fly by
until midnight.
Rave with Skrillex
Raise your fists, and pump to the beat.
One of the world’s most recognized DJs,
Skrillex, will be joining South Florida this
upcoming new year. Rave to the newest EDM
beats at LIV nightclub. Dance around, rave and
bring in the new year with music that will beat
in your ears hours after the event has ended.
Pop with Justin Bieber
Love him or hate him, he always brings
the party. Bieber will be live at Fontainebleau
Poolside starting at 8 p.m. to ring in the new
year. It is sure to be a blast and Fontainebleau
is known to produce some amazing fireworks
when the clock strikes 12.
Get dazzled with a firework show
If big New Year’s Eve parties aren’t your
style, traditional firework shows can be found
all around South Florida. All the following
locations have been highly publicized. Be
aware though, these places are open to the
public and parking can become a hassle. Plan
accordingly and enjoy the sights South Florida
has to offer.
Bayfront Park: 301 Biscayne Boulevard,
Miami, FL 33132
South Miami Beach: Ocean Drive and Ninth
Street, Miami
Gulfstream Park: 901 S Federal Highway,
Hallandale Beach, FL 33009
Fort Lauderdale Beach: Between SW 2nd
Street and 4th Avenue, Fort Lauderdale
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SOUNDBITE
“All Wet” by Mr. Oizo

By: Adam DeRoss
2016 has seen the resurgence of a famous
French television advertiser. He’s small, he’s
yellow and he’s a puppet. His name is Flat
Eric, and, starting with Levi’s ads in 1999, he’s
been featured in numerous commercials, music
videos and television shows. In the original ads,
he would cruise around in a car with his friend
blasting his theme song “Flat Beat.” Both the
puppet and the song are creations of French
filmmaker and house music producer Quentin
Dupieux, better known by his stage name Mr.
Oizo. The ad campaign was a huge success
and Flat Eric and his theme song became very
popular, allowing Oizo to expand his music
career.
Since 1999, Dupieux has produced six
studio albums with Flat Eric as his advertiser
and front-man. His most recent release on Sept.
30, “All Wet,” still sustains the unique sound
of Oizo. Unfortunately, it feels unfinished with
only about half of the album actually offering
quality content.
Dupieux’s experimental style of house
music tends to coincide with the puppet he loves
so dearly. His music has a distinct cartoony and
goofy twang to it, mixed with the staple drum
lines and bass hits of traditional French house.
Much of that sound is consistent on this new
release, and some of the best cuts off of the

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM A. DEROSS
“All Wet” is available on iTunes and Spotify.

record are “End of the World,” “Sea Horses”
and “No Tony.”
“End of the World” features a surprising
contribution from Skrillex and it’s interesting to
see how Skrillex’s heavier style has translated
to the more formulaic world of house. The track
is simple but effective, combining catchy drum
pattern samples, modulated synths and voices,
as well as a drop that increases in intensity and
complexity every time it’s repeated. It’s fun to
pinpoint the differences in sound and where
Oizo and Skrillex clash on this drop.
“Sea Horses” is a much slower and more
methodical track that has some nice, crisp snare
and cymbal samples paired with vocal cutting.

The repetitive melody stays relatively fresh over
the course of the song by using different sounds
to produce its pattern.
“No Tony” features French rapper Phra.
This groovy, catchy tune is reminiscent of
something you might hear at a French disco in
the 80s. It’s a great cut, but it’s disappointing
because it lasts all of 90 seconds.
While the first half of the album is vibrant
and creative, the second half immediately drops
in quality. It’s like Dupieux ran out of time and
hastily threw lower quality content onto the
record so it would retain full album status.
“The One You Buy” is an unnecessary and
unsettling interlude track consisting of nothing
but a minute of distorted piano chords and
electronic pings. Tracks like this cheapens the
value of any record.
Every track on the record following “The
One You Buy” fails to match the quality and
creativity of the first half of the album. They still
sound like Oizo songs, but they aren’t very good
ones.
The cut “Chairs” consists of squeaky horns
and deep growls that are familiar sounds to
fans, but there is no variety in the track and it
continues to drone on incessantly for two and a
half minutes.
“Hand in the Fire” features some nice vocals
from Charli XCX, but, for some inexplicable

reason, the instrumentation on the album version
of this track is completely different from the
stellar music video and single version. Gone are
the catchy and melodic variety of percussion
instruments like drums, glockenspiels and steel
drums backed by the fast flowing lyrics. Instead,
the album strips the track of everything that
made it interesting and leaves only very simple
and repetitive phaser sounds and snares.
One of the biggest problems with the
record is that these lackluster tracks are, for the
most part, full three minute cuts, while some of
the best material from the first half only lasts for
about half that. For example, “No Tony” should
be longer than these tracks since it actually
sounds good, but it isn’t.
While the record keeps Mr. Oizo’s sound
alive, it leaves much to be desired. The first half
of the album brings well-thought-out, catchy
and interesting content to the listener, but it’s
over way too quickly, and the droning, effortless
tracks from the second half only serve to drown
it out. The theming, collaborations, experimental
style and, of course, promotional material using
the lovable Flat Eric still bring a lot of charm
and value to the package. Unfortunately, this full
album should really be an EP when half of its
content falls almost as flat as Eric.

The Stream
By Aidan
Rivas

Staff picks: Favorite Christmas holiday movies
By: The Current Staff
The lack of cold weather doesn’t deter
The Current staff from snuggling up with some
holiday flicks. Here are some of our favorites.
Rachael Hirstein, news editor, said “The
Polar Express,” 2004
My favorite holiday movie is “The Polar
Express.” This movie is so full of Christmas
spirit and magic, and I remember watching it all
the time as a kid. It was the first book I was ever
assigned to read at school, and when the movie
was produced I was ecstatic. I still remember
hoping every December that I would get invited
onto the train on Christmas Eve. “The Polar
Express” really gets me in the holiday spirit and
I make sure to watch it every year.
Grace Ducanis, copy editor, said “White
Christmas,” 1954
Nothing says holiday spirit like the story of
two army buddies and two sisters who team up
to bring some Christmas cheer to an old army
general during an unexpectedly warm December
in Vermont. Featuring Bing Crosby, Rosemary
Clooney, Danny Kaye and Vera-Ellen, this 1954
cinematic musical extravaganza is full of Old
Hollywood charm. With songs like the titular
“White Christmas,” hilarious numbers like
“Sisters,” large feel-good chorus performances
like “I’d Rather See a Minstrel Show/Mister
Bones/Mandy” and the rousing “The Old
Man,” this film dazzles the eyes and tugs on the
heartstrings.

Jenna Kopec, features editor, said
“Miracle on 34th Street,” 1947 and 1994
Grace stole my answer, so I’m going to
go with “Miracle on 34th Street.” I like feelgood films in general, but the way Kris Kringle
changes the life of Doris and Susan Walker is
truly unforgettable. The movie starts off with
two people who don’t believe in holiday spirit or
Santa Claus, which is particularly heartbreaking
in little Susan Walker, but ends with a whole lot
of heartwarming feelings. What’s great about
this movie is the storyline, which is portrayed
beautifully in both the 1947 Natalie Wood
original and the 1994 Mara Wilson remake.
Jacqueline Lytle, co-editor-in-chief, said
“The Santa Clause,” 1994
When I think of holiday movies, I think
of Freeform’s, formerly ABC’s, 25 Days of
Christmas movie marathon. I love all Christmas
movies, but I always look forward to “The Santa
Clause.” With two subsequent films, the first
will always remain the best. Tim Allen is thrown
into the role of Santa when he accidentally
startles the former Santa, causing him to fall
from the roof to his death. My favorite part is
getting to see the North Pole. The elves and their
workshop, the cozy castle and the warm hot
chocolate will put anyone in the holiday spirit.
Aidan Rivas, visual design assistant,
said “Elf,” 2003
“Elf” is the classic Christmas film starring
Will Ferrell. The movie is chock full of quotable

comedy and wacky hijinks as an elf who doesn’t
belong finds happiness in the Big Apple. The
movie is a great watch in general, not just for
the holidays, and my favorite Will Ferrell movie.
Steven Wang, opinions editor, said
“Home Alone 3,” 1997
I’m going to have to say “Home Alone 3.”
Now don’t get me wrong, I liked the first two
movies, and Macaulay Culkin was hilarious,
but the third film’s story and traps were just a
bit more over-the-top and hilarious than the ones
from the first two movies. You can’t beat the
charm of the original wet bandits, but a group
of imbecile terrorists that get toyed around with
by a nine-year-old is a riot in its own right. Four
wanted criminals working for a North Korean
terrorist versus one kid who seems to have way
more technical knowledge than he’s supposed to
is just the right amount of crazy for me to sit
back and enjoy. I know the movie isn’t very
popular with most of the fans of the series, but I
found the shift refreshing and since it was one of
the first “Home Alone” movies I watched, it has
a special place in my heart.
Morgan Thorn, business manager, said
“The Santa Clause,” 1994
I absolutely love all things Christmas,
so it’s hard picking just one favorite movie.
I love all of “The Santa Clause” movies and I
remember watching all the movies with my
family growing up, even making special trips to
see the new releases in theaters. Tim Allen plays
Scott Allen, a man who accidentally kills Santa

Claus and has to take his place. It never fails to
make me laugh and get into the holiday spirit.

Ben Underhill, arts and entertainment
editor, said “Rudolph, the Red-Nosed
Reindeer,” 1964
This oldie is always a classic around the
holidays. Narrated by Sam the Snowman, this
25 Days of Christmas movie marathon essential
follows the misadventure of lovable Rudolph, a
reindeer whose nose lights up bright red, and his
friends Hermey, an elf who wants to be a dentist,
and Yukon Cornelius, a prospector. Finding
themselves in the company of the Abominable
Snowman, misfit toys and even Santa Claus
himself, the characters in this movie are
heartwarming and fun. Whenever I hear the tune
of the Misfit Toys or the classic song “Silver &
Gold,” it instantly brings back some pretty great
childhood memories.
Danielle Pucillo, multimedia manager,
said “Home Alone,” 1990
My all-time favorite holiday film has to be
“Home Alone.” We have a family tradition in the
Pucillo household of ordering a cheese pizza and
watching the movie the night before Christmas.
It’s a great family-friendly movie that still has
humor adults will appreciate. On top of that, Joe
Pesci’s performance is fantastic. It’s a classic
90s throwback that will be ever-present on our
living room shelf, an ancient VHS tape that
has been rewound again and again over many
Christmases.
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Seriously Kidding
a satire column

Surefire ways to not keep your New
Year’s resolutions
By: Jenna Kopec
@Jen_Kopec
January is creeping around the corner, and
that means that your attempts to better yourself
are too. As we march through December singing
holiday carols and eating cookies by the dozen,
many of us are trying to decide what our New
Year’s resolution will be. But let’s be honest, no
one really wants to keep them.
Resolutions are just alibis we use so that
we can make “new year, new me” Instagram
posts before going right back to our old habits
on Feb. 1. The tricky part, however, is figuring
out how to make sure you lose the resolution.
You don’t want to accidentally better yourself in
the process of trying to be trendy and gain street
cred.
Here are three surefire ways to make sure
you don’t keep that resolution.
Choose the impossible
If you want to make sure your resolution
will fail, pick the impossible. If you fail, which
you want to, you can chalk up your failure to the
fact that you’re a dreamer and optimist. Decide
that you’re going to hit the gym five times a
week as a full-time student with a job and three
internships. Or maybe say that you are going
to complete the entire Paula Deen cookbook
without using a single stick of butter. There are
plenty of unrealistic goals to choose from, so
don’t be afraid to get creative.

Don’t plan
Many people say that if you want to
succeed, you have to plan for it. So, if you don’t
want to succeed, don’t plan. This should be
easy since most resolution-ers don’t like to plan
anyway. Pick your impossibility and then, once
you take that Insta pic, don’t do anything. Just
sit back and watch your resolution crumble like
all the cookies you were eating at the beginning
of this article.
Befriend an enabler
It’s important to realize that sometimes
New Year’s nostalgia can overcome us. The
idea of seeing a reward for all the work that
we put in can sometimes inspire us to try and
keep our resolutions. For that reason, take
the precautionary measure of befriending an
enabler. This is any person who tells you to do
something that you aren’t really supposed to do,
but really want to do. This friend will politely
suggest skipping the gym just tonight or adding
just a half stick of butter to that recipe. And
you’ll listen. Thanks to the power of friendship,
your resolution will be added to the list of rejects
of New Year’s past.
So, don’t let the thought of selfimprovement and good vibes taint this holiday
season. With these tips, you’re sure to march
into and away from your New Year’s resolution
in no time.

You are your number one
priority

By: Jenna Kopec
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A tale of two Trumps
By: Steven Wang
Trump confuses me. As of right now, I can’t
figure out what his deal is. A year and a half ago,
President-elect Donald Trump announced his
presidency at Trump Tower. He proceeded the
announcement with a speech filled with racism,
hate and derogatory remarks to pretty much
everyone: ethnicities, his campaign opponents,
and those on the Democratic side. This behavior
kept up until election night, when he suddenly
changed his tone. He seemed professional,
courteous and almost presidential. In the weeks
coming, this new Trump seemed to be around
to stay, appearing to lose his presumed racist,
misogynistic attitude. So what is going on?
When he first spoke over a year ago,
I immediately hated him. This was not the
behavior of a man who deserved to sit in the
highest office of the land, and news networks
and people everywhere echoed this sentiment.
On election night, I was stunned by the
outcome. In Trump’s acceptance speech, I
expected to hear the same kind of rhetoric from
Trump that I’ve been used to. I anticipated
his derogatory remarks, predicting him to
mock Hillary Clinton for losing and rile up his
supporters in a nationalistic frenzy as he had
routinely done. I did not expect what actually
happened. For the first time, Donald Trump
seemed professional, almost humble. He
congratulated Hillary Clinton on a long and
hard-fought campaign, twice, and asked the
country to come together and unify, a surprising
move since his words in the past year encouraged
division more than anything else. These words
took me aback, because this was coming from
a man who had seemed intent on dividing the

country to the point of starting a new civil war.
In the words of Trump himself, “What
the heck is going on?”
Last year, there was the racist and zealous
Trump that seemed to be intent on pandering
to the white base of the Republican Party, a
Trump that was denounced by almost every
other candidate and media outlet as unfit for
presidency, a Trump that was widely regarded
was unqualified for office. All of a sudden, we’re
faced with a new, more presidential Trump
that seems to have done a 180 degree attitude
change. During an interview on 60 Minutes,
Trump balked on his promise to charge Clinton,
stating that he wanted to first focus on policy
matters. He said that he would keep key parts of
Obamacare, despite his promises to “repeal and
replace” it, and finally he told off his supporters
that were harassing minorities.
All of this seems great, but begs the
question, which one is the real Trump? Is it the
racist, misogynistic chauvinist we had last year,
or this professional reconciliatory presidentelect we have now? If it’s the former, then this
is all just a farce to try to make him seem more
appealing to those he alienated. If it’s the latter,
then his supporters reinforced a facade and
Trump may turn out better than I personally
expected. What lies ahead and what he does next
cannot be predicted, as Trump has proven himself
multiple times to be a completely unpredictable
wild card. I hope this new behavior is genuine
because it’s a lot more agreeable and pleasant
to deal with. However, we’ll have to see what
Trump does following Jan. 20.

They don’t have to go home,
but they aren’t staying there
By: Jenna Kopec
@Jen_Kopec

@Jen_Kopec
Perhaps you haven’t heard, but not
taking care of yourself is now very trendy. At
least, that’s the way it seems. Every day I’m
surrounded by fellow Sharks who, according
to them, don’t sleep and don’t eat. While I sit
appalled and terrified by such claims, my friends
and fellow students laugh, sometimes brag.
I’m not sure how it happened, but the
college generation has become engrossed in a
culture of self-deprecation and poor self-care.
Social media and small talk has become a contest
to see who is doing the worst job at taking care
of themselves. People talk about not sleeping for
two days and see if anyone has a story that can
top it. For many, it’s cool to forget to eat for the
entire day and attribute it to being a mess. It’s
not. It’s sad and, honestly, disappointing.
I hear a lot of people tell me that they
don’t have time to take care of themselves,
that they have goals they are trying to meet.
As if sacrificing health and wellbeing will
somehow bring them all they’ve ever dreamed
of. As if every hour they take from sleep and
every meal they rob from their stomachs adds
some kind of credibility to the work that they
put in here. But shouldn’t a soon-to-be doctor
eat and sleep the same way they’d advise their
patients? Shouldn’t a future business owner be
able to function during daytime hours without
complaining to their customers about how tired
they are?
The millennial and centennial generations
are touted as being the most educated. We’ve
engaged in the most schooling and had
unprecedented access to information. So, it
shouldn’t be that hard for us to understand the
basic needs we must meet in order to function.

Abraham Maslow lays it out in every psychology
class. His theory of the hierarchy of needs states
that in order to reach your full potential, you
must first meet physiological, safety, love and
self-esteem needs. You cannot achieve your
goals and dreams if you are not meeting your
most basic needs first. In other words, you can’t
take care of anything else without first taking
care of yourself.
As annoying as the “hot mess” culture is
to listen to, it’s even scarier to think about. Our
wellbeing is not an autonomous trait. We have to
work to maintain it or it goes away. Eventually, if
all these young individuals are not putting in the
necessary maintenance to care for themselves,
they will break down. Maybe they won’t be able
to handle stress any longer. Maybe their bodies
start to revolt against its mistreatment and they
become very ill.
Sleep deprivation can hurt mental cognition
and memory. It is also linked to high blood
pressure, depression and stroke. Not eating and
poor nutrition can lead to vitamin deficiencies,
low blood sugar and dangerous weight loss.
Suddenly, it won’t be fun and exciting to not
take care of yourself.
We have to stop pretending it’s OK not to
care about ourselves. It’s not. No matter what
the reason is that our generation thinks skipping
meals and not sleeping is acceptable, we have to
change the narrative to protect ourselves and our
futures. You are your number one priority and,
if you start acting that way, everything else will
fall into place. Brag about that.

ESPN reported that three NBA teams: the
Milawaukee Bucks, Memphis Grizzlies and
Dallas Mavericks, will not stay at Presidentelect Donald Trump-branded hotels. Although
this might not come as a surprise, since both
owners Mark Cuban and Marx Larsy vocally
supported Hillary Clinton during the campaign,
that doesn’t mean it isn’t noteworthy. These
NBA teams have found a notable and peaceful
way to protest in a way that can actually make
a difference.
Whether you voted for President-elect
Trump or not, there’s no denying that he’s a
polarizing figure. The protests that have taken
place around the country have certainly gotten
attention, but unfortunately, some of them have
also become very violent. While wide receiver
Mike Evans from the Tampa Bay Buccaneers
exercised his right to protest peacefully by
sitting during the national anthem, he chose
a form of protest that was already highly
controversial. Sitting during the national
anthem has been largely criticized as being
disrespectful and ineffective when done earlier
this year by players like Colin Kaepernick.
But this NBA protest is both quiet and

clever. It also sets a great example to the
public. Sports organizations and players are
often looked up to and respected. The actions
they take are often mirrored by those who
admire them. So, whether you agree with the
reason for the protest or not, be thankful that
there is an example of how to disagree without
disarray. Although the loss of the three NBA
teams probably won’t put Trump hotels out of
business, it does send a clear message without
insulting large masses of voters or disrespecting
the country or its values.
I don’t think that protesting Trumpbranded hotels will receive a lot of discussion
for a long period of time. It’s likely that the topic
will be forgotten by the time March Madness
comes around. However, I do think that the
protest sets a perfect example for the public and
other organizations to stand up for what they
believe in without sacrificing the message of the
protesters and the safety of the general public.
Kudos to the Bucks, Grizzlies and
Mavericks for exercising their constitutional
rights in a meaningful way and keeping the
peace.
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Faceoff: Black Friday
For

Against

VS

Black Friday brings us together
By: Brianna Walker

The black sheep of holidays
By: Steven Wang

For some, Black Friday is a consumerist
holiday that causes nothing but crazy lines,
ridiculous fights over toys and trips to the
hospital. However, for others, like myself,
Black Friday is an amazing holiday filled with
magical deal busters and memories to last a
lifetime.
Black Friday strengthens bonds between
friends and family. Whenever my family shops
on Black Friday, we make a plan before we
go to the stores. This usually takes place after
Thanksgiving dinner, when we are all huddled
in the living room, looking at ads from various
stores. During these times we will designate
jobs. For example, two people might be
appointed to retrieve the TVs, while another
two will get the cameras. Teamwork makes the
dream work on Black Friday.
Sure, some people get turned off by the
possibility of rowdy crowds and violence on
Black Friday, but I love shopping with my
family and parading around the mall at 2 a.m.
There will, of course, be customers who want
nothing more than to snatch the last of the 40
inch TVs from your hands. However, when you
have friends and family backing you up, you
will be less likely to get into one of the classic
Black Friday brawls while shopping. Traveling
in groups is key to a successful Black Friday.
Plus, it’s always more fun to shop with a friend.
The competitive nature of Black Friday
is really fun to indulge in. There is nothing
like the adrenaline rush from waiting in line
with hundreds of others as the doors to a store
open, talking about the greats deals with the

people around you in line and making the mad
dash inside to your heart’s most desired items.
Black Friday is one of the only holidays where
competiveness is not only allowed but accepted.
You get the best of both worlds during this time
of year: Thanksgiving, when you can come
together as a family and be thankful, and Black
Friday, when you can let your aggressive side
take charge and get everything you want.
There are also the more obvious reasons to
love Black Friday: the deal buster prices. Black
Friday has some of the best deals of the year,
and, for a college student, buying a 45 inch TV
for $140 instead of $250 is a steal. Who doesn’t
need a larger TV? And, the money that you
saved during Black Friday could be used for
better purposes. College students are typically
poor, and using Black Friday as a way to get
the things you need and to stock up on presents
is smart. Racing down store aisles, squeezing
between people and knocking down displays
for the perfect present is worth it when you see
your loves ones’ faces light up.
Black Friday is a day when dreams
come true, families come together and your
competitive nature can be used to hunt down
the perfect gifts for loved ones. Additionally,
it burns off the weight gained after eating a
hearty Thanksgiving meal. Everyone should
shop during Black Friday at least once in
their lifetime. And, if you weren’t able to get
everything you wanted on Black Friday, there’s
always Cyber Monday.

Ah, Black Friday: the only time of year
when being part of an angry mob is considered
socially acceptable and no one will question
why you’re in front of the doors of Target at 3
a.m. Black Friday has become a U.S. tradition,
but is it really one that we should keep around?
Behind the veil of 50 percent off discounts and
door buster deals, Black Friday has a rather
black, and ugly inside.
Black Friday has become infamous
for causing injury and death. The website
blackfridaydeaths.com recorded seven deaths
and 98 injuries from 2006 to 2014 in Black
Friday-related events. In 2008, a Walmart
employee was trampled to death in New York
City. The same year, two men shot each other
at a Toys “R” Us in California and in 2011, a
woman pepper-sprayed 10 people over a video
game sale.
Black Friday is a risk to both shoppers
and employees. There’s also the physical and
mental stress of the event. Shoppers either wait
up all night or get up extremely early to rush to
the doors of the stores for sales. The employees
are forced to do likewise and have to deal with
the oncoming onslaught of the mob of crazed
shoppers. The shoppers themselves have to
then essentially fight through waves of other
shoppers in order to make it through the event,
while the employees have to do their best to
maintain order. It’s a heavy toll on the body

and mind and leaves everyone exhausted by
the end of the day.
Black Friday has deeper effects than just
the risk of injury. Black Friday warps people’s
mindsets. Thanksgiving is supposed to be
a holiday celebrating coming together and
family, but this one day turns all of it into a noholds-barred cage match over a flat-screen TV
or some other commodity. It doesn’t help that
some stores start Black Friday on the Thursday
before so people will be together at the table
one moment, then immediately take off for the
shopping centers in a fit of frenzy for discounts
and bargains.
Black Friday turns groups of calm and
happy people into discount-hungry animals.
The very environment of Black Friday makes
people overspend and over-shop. The deals and
promises of discounts entice people to things
they normally wouldn’t spend money on. It
doesn’t matter how expensive the original
item was as long as it’s on sale, right? Many of
these excessive items inevitably end up being
returned in the days following the craze when
the shoppers come back to their senses.
While Black Friday may seem great on
paper, its implications aren’t. Black Friday is
a chaotic show of smoke and mirrors that baits
people until they realize there’s nothing behind
the veil. Black Friday is something that should
not continue any longer.

What do you think of transportation on campus?

SHARK SPEAK

“The Shark Shuttle is kind of

“It’s OK, but it can be better.

unreliable. Nobody knows when

Some of the Shark Shuttle drivers

it’s going to pass by and it takes

are not reliable. They would tell

up in front of my house, I can just

them a long while to go all the

you that another driver is coming

wave to them and they’ll pull over.

way back around. It does help out

later, but they don’t.”

They’re very nice. They know me

sometimes, but for the most part, I

by name.”

think it’s unreliable.”

“The Shark Shuttle is unreliable,

“It’s not too bad. I mean,

“I think the Shark Shuttle is alright. “I think it is very reliable in terms

slow and inconvenient. It is

sometimes the app doesn’t really

It’s pretty cool. My only issue I

useful for events and stuff like

sync up with the actual arrival

have with it is that occasionally it’s nice. If I need them to pick me

Homecoming. It was nice to have

times, but overall it’s not too bad.”

hard to track. I have the next bus
app, and sometimes it doesn’t

the option of not having to drive
and worry about parking, when
there is a line of Shark Shuttles
waiting taking people by the
busload. Then it’s fine.”
- Sarah Katz,

junior business major

- Kurtis Kulback, first year know where the buses are and I

optometry student need to be somewhere, but other

of time. The drivers are really

than that once you’re on the bus,
it’s fine.”

- Tessa McKenney, junior
- Mia Knowles,

senior psychology major

psychology major

- David Samame, sophomore
criminal justice major

- Marco Yacouv, freshman

biology major
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